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l~i<j~n (1.1)Z=a~+b~, .

1. INTRODUCTION:. In literature" contributions appear, on. ,,::;1... "l ,,""'I . " _ _ __ , h - ~ •

logistic order statistics from Birbaum and Dudman, Gupta and Shah,

Shah, Tarter and Clark: Malik and Abraham also investigate the 'exact ,

distribution of quasimedians. Tbe eXprf:ssions developed by them for, ••

these distributions appear, to have an error +", ~d even when corrected

the consequent formulas remain fairly complicated for numerical

studies. For this purpose as well, in this paper we determine moments of. ,,>'
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functionsareexpressedas seriesin x inEq.(3.5) of this Jl.8ller.
, ,

_ d'+1 -', •

-III'(X)= cIt
'
+

l
Oog(r(x+t»} I/oo.ForiSO.\,2,.....•the~

39

(2.1)

m>r

I<in~r

Let us fust determine the moment

=0

(A(r,) = d
l

A(r' (/)1
, l dll .00

,MoinenJs of d linear comb/notion of two logis/Ic oi'rler stalls/lea

'=m(r-I)! ~U!rl(AU»_l
)-m-I

where

a'.1 = (i!r'(A(j'),

PrOof. Expressing A(r' (I)asta, .. I', we can get the following
1",1 .

relation among the coefficients of II in the two polynomials

A(r-') (I) and A("(/), on multiplying theformer by (t+r-I).

a',r = a'_'.r-' + (r -l)a"r-' (2.2)

For any A(j)(/), the coefficient aiJ > 0 when 1~ i~j, and is zero

otherwise. In fact

So that the result for the Cltsem= \ is now obvious. When m>\, the proof

follows by the repeated use ofEq. (2.2).

3. MOMENTSOF-Z:'

generating function of Z.

I

1= ",$,r

.,..00 < X < <>:l (1.2)

,Ahmed logo Memon and MrJrommad iJag/IeJ

(A(") ••= (r"':l)!"

f(x) = e-j{l + e-')' •

1. LEMMA: Let A(r'(t) ~ t¥ potynomial (t+r-\ Xt+r-2)

...(t+I)t int of degree r.1ben "

• ' K, We obtam a general result for E(Z ), k=I,2,...... The fust

four moments of Z are expressed in terms of 111' (x)' functions ++ , used

by Shah, the evaluation of which is not difficult. These moments are ' '

derived for particular statistics such as the order statistics, y" sample

medians and quasimedians by substituting the relevant values of a and b

in (1.1) and the main result. The inform,tion on these moments cali be

useful in investigating the nature of their distributions and assessing,

their departures from normality. -",'

which has the mean zero and varilmce 1t h' The constants a,b may be

assignod relevant numbers to provide for an order statisti~, sum of two

order statistiCs,sample median, quasunediim etc.

where 1';, 1'; , ,Y.are the order statistics based on a random sample

of n observations from the logistic distribution defmed in its reduced

form by the equation

38
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On applying the usual formIJl" fQTth~ order statistics Y;,Y;

when the parent distribution is based on' Eq. (1.2), we have the

prohability density g(Y;, Y;) given as

fi~

r: 1f.'••.,

40 " . Ahmed ~ Memon and Muhammad Daghel

PO-I(e-" _ e-') )i-'~I e_,..-(..-}+I),} (1 + e-J'J r)(1 + e-'j )"-i+1

-<IJ < Y; < Y; <<I:)

\,

Moments. of a Uneat- comoinotion of two logistic order statistics

where
,

A(') (at) = (at + r -1)(01 + r - 2) (at + 1)(at),

and

P ,(t) = P: (t) P :' (t)

with

41

where Po is the product P(i,j-i).PU,n-j+l) of two beta

coefficients. The moment genemting function of Z, given by, ,

M(t) = 11[exP<at y, + bt y})] g(Y"Yi) ely, ely}
-<0-<0

is reduced to the integral

l.~ . '

p;l JJUal+i-IVbl (1- ur'" (1~V)"-bl-i (v - U)!cl-l du dv
00

P '(t)= P (at+r+i,j-i)

P "(t)= P (a+bt+r+ j,n- j,-bt+l)

as the beta functions.

The kth moment of Z about zero is

, dk

~k = dtk M(t) 1,=0

. (3.2)

on using the transformation
'..

~=XI+e-")'V= XI+e-'})"

On carrying out differentiation £ times on A(') (at) P ,(t), andwriting

d'A('l(aI) _ Id'A('l(t)I fiora'A(')----I 0 -a d I ,=0dt' 1= t

Following now a similar approach as in Shah. [5), that is,

expanding (1- ural and integmting W.T.t.u and then v, we get. .'. .-

I

, "

!'
\ " ..
I

.~ 1
M(t) = Po-IL,A('l(at) P ,(t),

r=O r.
(3.1)

and

d' P~(t) 1'-0 for (P ,)"

it is seen that

(3.3)
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dk k (k)' "dtk [A(~\at), 13 ,(t)l 1"0 = ~ I. a' (A(,j),(13,)k_t(3.4)

Mome1lls of a linear combi_ion of two logistic order'statistics

.• z-I
" - iliJ 'IjIO(z)=-r+ ;:11(11 +z-I) ,

43

~ =a,~ =r+i,)., =0,A.t =j-i,fromabovefor£~1~

The kth moment of Z about zero includes the above terms of-all values

of r from 0 to 00. So, the next step is evaluation of the quantities

involved in the above summation. As regards (A (,» I' this is readily

available from Lemma \. For the purpose of calculation of (13,h-I iii

(3.4), which is tum depends upon 13' and 13 •• defined in (3.2), we

introduce a b~ function 13("-tt+~,~t+A.t)With "-t,~,~,A.t as

constants independent of t. Expressing it in gamma functions and

differentiating I. times with respect to t, it is not difficult to see that

d'cit
'
log 13(~t + ~, ).,t+ ",) 1,.0'

.• z-I
IjII-I(z) = (":l)'rO)~(11 +z-l)'

With

(log 13:), = al[IjI'-I(r +i)-IjI'-I(r + j)]

Similarly,

(3.6)

(3.7)

,I
1

I ',.

which may be written as (log 13 ) /, comes to

AfIjlI-\(~)+).,IjI'-l(Ao)-("-t +~)IIjI'-l(~ +A.t), (3,5)

where

, log ret) canbe expressedas -ret -I) + ~r_t -_I -10 (11~+_t._-_I)l,f.i 11 1\ 11 IJ
wherer isEuler'sconstantwith itsvalue0.5772157.. Writing

d'IjIi-I(z) for dt
i
log([(t + z»)I,.o' it is noweasyto getEq. (3.5)

In the sUlllmation(3.4), (A') 0" which is A', has obviously the value

zero for r ~,I and one for r=O,and (P,). is p,. It may also be noted
,thatthe notation f}. adopted earlier in g(y, ;YI) is in fact the value of

13, for r=O,

We can summarize the foregoing results and state the following
theorem. '

THEOREM: Let Z = aY, + b lJ where Y;< lJ are the order statistics

of a random sample of siz&n from the logistic distribution defmed by

Eq.(\.2). Thekth moment of Z is given as
"
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~~= ~.-{ (~o)' + ~te)al(r!)-'(ArM~rh-IJ(3.8).

Moments of a linear combination of two logistic' order statistics

(~~"), = ~r"[(a+b)IjIO(r+ j)-bljlO(n- j+I)-QIjIO(n+r+I)]

Thus from (4.2) and (4.1)

45

(A
r
), and ~ r being the quantities evaluated in Eqs. (2.1), (3.2)-(3.7). (~r)' = ~rkrCO) (4.4)

4. CALCULATION OF MOMENTS: Although the method ,of

finding moments proposed in the previous section is straight forward,

their numerical evaluation is not simple. We consider the first four

moments of Z using the following notations.

. So that the first moment is

~; =ko(O)+a~~,4o'

kr(w) = aW+'[IjIW(r+i)-IjI W(r+ j)]+(a+b)-'IjIW(r+ j)

+(-b) w+'IjIwen _ j + 1)- aw+'IjIwen + r + I). (4.1)

that is,

••
ko(o) +aL[~ (r +i, n-i + I) / r~ (i, n-i + I)]

••••1
(4.5)

ofZcomesto

We noWevaluate the quantities involved. From (2.1) and (3.2),

••
~; = ~;'[~o)'+ La(Ar), ~r]lr!].

••I

4.2 SECOND MOMENT. This inoment requires the value

(Ar), , (Ar)2 ' (Br), , (Br)2 as is ev~nt when k=2 in (3.8). The first

and third values are given by (4.2). By Lemma I, for r ;:0: 2 ,

(4.6). (Ar)2 =2(r-I)!~h
. 1'='

FIRST MOMENT. On taking k=1 in Eq. (3.8), the first moment,4.1

(Ar), = (r-I)!
A. •••

~r=Pr~r '
which by the argument' as given at the footnote

(~r)' =(~:h~:'+ ~:(~:.).. (4.2) , =2(r-I)![IjIo(r)-IjIO(1)] (4.7)

__________________ ••• •••• 1

,,"
I .f

Using (3.6) and (3.7) it is easy to see that

(~:), =a~:[IjIO(r+i)-IjIO(r+ j)],

';

(4.3)

I O() • {-(z-' 1)/ . ~(I1 V )
IjI Z =--Y+,L, 11](z+1]-I)=--Y+~1]-/(Z+T]-I)

1'1",1 '1"'}

,,:hich, when z is an integer> 1, can be expressed in the fonn --y + ~ ~" If
. q=l/~t

:<='1, we have IjI° (1) = --y .

-
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-,

(A
r
), vanishes for r=1 by Lemma I, and since it is the case with (4.7) as

well, we can consider the applicability of (4.7) for r ;::1. From (3.2),

(Pr)' =(Pr'),P;' + 2(B;),(Pr"), +B;(B;'),

Moments of a linear combination of two logistic Order.tatistics 47

4.3 TIIIRD MOMENT. Calcullltion of this moment depends upon

(Ar), ,(Ar), ,(Ar);,(P r)' ,(P r)' ,(Pr)3' So the additional

quantities needed for calculation are (Ar)3 and (P r)3' From Lemma I

On using (3.6), (3.7) and (4.3) the second order derivatives of P r' ,B;'
are

(~)3 = 3(r -I)! I(Ap), / p!
po'

r~3

(B;), =a'p '[{\jI'(r+i)-\jIo(r+ j)}+'V-'(r+i)-'V '(r+ j)]

(B;'), = p;'[{(a+b)'V'(r+ j)-b'V'(n- j+I)-O'VP(n+r+I)}'

+(a +b)'\jI'(r + j) +b''V '(n- j + 1)'-a''V '(n + j + I)]
where /) r3 is introduced to assume a value 1 if r;:: 3, and zero

other-wise. On the lines as for (P r)' ,(P r)' it c;U;be shows that

Now using (4.2), the second moment which arises from (3.8) with k=2,

comes to

~ = (~.), +3a!~' r (B,), +2aW,), (1I"(r)~II"(I))+2a'S,,~(II"(P)-II"(I))1 p]~. ,.,;jQ~,~, po'

So (Pr)' = Prlk;(O) + kr(I)]

(Po)' +2at~[(Pr), +a('V0(r)-'V°(l)]
Po ,...1 rp. (Pr)

(4.8) ,

(4.9)

which can be expressed as

3!(r": I)! /)r3f('V °(p)- 'V°(1))/ p! r;:: I
".'

, (Pr), = Pr[kr(2) + 3kr(1) kr(O)+ k;(O)].

The third moment of Z is now completely given by

(4.11)

(4.12)

I
'I ,

and when further simplified after substituting (4.4) and (4.8), it is
, . ,

I'
'. I

r+

(4.13)

4.4 FOURlH MOMENT. Following similar arguments as for the

first three moments it can be shown that

I!~'=(Po). +4atPr [(Pr)3 +30 (Pr), ('V'(r)-'V°(I))
Po r='rp. P r P r
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(A
r
), vanishes for r=1 by Lemma I, and since it is the case with (4.7) as

well, we can consider the applicability of (4.7) for r ;::1. From (3.2),

(Pr)' =(Pr'),P;' + 2(B;),(Pr"), +B;(B;'),
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+6a'1) (~,)I[!(IV'(P)-IV'(I»I p]
" II .p, p=2 '
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To prove (iii) for instan<;e, from (4.12) the third moment comes

~.-' (~.), = k. (2) + 3k. (O)k. (I) + k: (0)

(4.15)

(~,). = ~ ,[k,(J) + 4k,(0)k, (2)+6k; (O)k,(I)+ 3k;(l) +k: (0)]

which by (4.1),

= ljI'U)-1jI '(. - j + 1)+ 3[1jI'U) -'1"(. - j + I)][1jI'(j) + 'I' '(. - j + I)J+ [IjI'(j) -'1"(.- j + I»)'

And now the use of the last three moments leads to the.required moment

of Y about its mean.

We consider separate cases for even and5.2 SAMPLE MEDIAN.

odd sample sizes.

(4.14)+6a'I),.[!~(IV '(P)-IV '(1») I pq]],
q=3 ps2

where

and I),. = 1 if r ~ 4, and zero otherwise.

5. PARTICULAR CASE: We consider in this section

Case: (odd n). When a=O, b=I, j=(n+I)/2, it is seen from above that the

statistic Ym<d which is sample median, has

moments of particular statistics yielded by Z through relevant,

substitl}tions.

5.1 ORDER STATISTIC YJ• With a=O. b=1 we obtain the

following results.

(i) Its first moment is IV'(j) - IV'(n - j + I):

E(Ym<d) = 0

, . ,(n+ I)E[(Y""d) ] = 2IV -2-

E[(Y..'d)'] =0

• ,(n+ I) ,(n+ I)E[(Y..,iJ) ] = 2IV '-2- + 12IV -2-

(ii) Its variance is IV!(j) + IVI(n - j + I).
It is easy to show that our expression for variance coincides with

that given in Tarter and Clark (6), which is

(iii) The third moment about its mean is IV'(j) - IV' (n - j + I)

(iv) The fourthmoments about its mean is:

0-1

~-2tO(j
3 ,=,

IV'(j)+IV'(n- j+I)+3[IV'(j)+IV1(n- j+I)]'

l'

j
.l

~
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For Z to be the rth quasimedian, let

if n=2m+1 (odd), and i=m-r, j=m+r+1 if

,i,

",

II'

,

"; I

,I

'1\

"'

50

Case: (Even n). For this case the moments are given on taking i=nl2,

.j=(n+2)12,a=b=1I2 in the main results.

5.3 QUASIMEDIANS.

a=b=1I2, i=m-r+1, j=m+r+1

n=2m; m <:r=1.2 .

It is obvious from (4.5) that a quasimedian has zero mean. The

other moments about mean follow form (4.10), (4.13), (4.14)..
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